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Abstract: Organizations have long used records of individuals’ pasts to assess risk, and 

increasingly they do so with algorithms. This may seem to eliminate the possibility of leniency 

for people with problematic pasts, yet scholars note that algorithms do not erase discretion, only 

relocate it. We ask what differences in exception-making follow. We turn to the case of tenant 

screening, where gatekeepers consult credit reports, criminal records, and eviction histories, but 

some do so with rules-based algorithms, while others employ traditional methods of judgment. 

Interviews with landlords, property managers, and executives at real estate and tenant screening 

companies reveal surprising similarity and meaningful difference. To move from documents to 

decisions, gatekeepers of all sorts mobilize cultural understanding—via situational and temporal 

re-embedding—but with algorithms, exception-worthy situations must be codified into counter-

rules before tenants come along, in ways interoperable with records’ classification systems. The 

result: only applicants with the most culturally salient and institutionally legible circumstances 

benefit. We discuss implications for theories of algorithms and for scholars studying the 

influence of personal records on life chances.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Organizations have long used records of individuals’ pasts to make risk assessments, and 

increasingly they do so with algorithms—sets of rules, which, in their most sophisticated form, 

exist as computer code. The goal is to identify people whose pasts suggest future problems. 

Lenders consult credit reports to pinpoint borrowers who may not repay; judges review rap 

sheets to gauge whether defendants are likely to recidivate; insurers look at accident history to 

flag drivers prone to filing claims; social workers consider case files to predict if parents will 

neglect their children; and so on (Bosk 2018; Fourcade and Healy 2013; Werth 2019).  

Traditionally, moving from records of a person’s past to an understanding of the risk they 

pose moving forward involved an expert reading records and applying professional judgment.1 

Yet increasingly organizations use the data in records in rules-based, actuarial, and automated 

ways—modes broadly known as “algorithmic” (Levy, Chasalow, and Riley 2021; Rona-Tas 

2020; Simon 1988). With this shift from judgmental to algorithmic analysis has come concern 

that, in a faithful enactment of Weber’s iron cage, organizations now coldly and mechanically 

link individuals’ pasts to their future opportunities, with little room for discretion, exception, or 

what in this article we call “going against the record” (Burrell and Fourcade 2021; Eubanks 

2017; Harcourt 2007; Issar and Aneesh 2022). Data, it may seem, become destiny. 

However, as the burgeoning literature on algorithms shows, reality is often more 

complicated. As organizations adopt algorithms, the exercise of judgment and discretion is not 

simply done away with but is instead relocated (Brayne and Christin 2021; Gray and Suri 2019; 

Seaver 2018). This insight echoes broader understandings about how organizations work, 

 
1 We use the colloquial (and in our data, emic) meaning of the word risk: exposure to danger, harm, or 

loss. Other scholars reserve the word for quantified representations of future loss (e.g., Knight 1921). 
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including the tendency for practice to become de-coupled from rules and for discretion to 

perennially re-appear (Crozier 1964; Lipsky 1980; Meyer and Rowan 1977). Taken together, the 

literature suggests two things. First, we should expect that even with rules-based risk analysis 

there will be openings for organizations and their employees to over-ride the written record and 

categorize a problematic past as not, in fact, disqualifying. And second, who has this ability and 

where they sit in an organization is likely to be different based on whether record use is 

judgmental or algorithmic. Yet is this difference in who wields exception-making power the only 

one we should expect? We suspect not.  

In this article, we seek to identify other ways that going against the record takes shape 

differently when organizations use personal data algorithmically. This investigation is 

theoretically significant, but also important in a real-world sense, given that exception-making is 

a pathway by which people with marred records can at times still gain access to resources 

(Canales 2014; Kiviat 2019a; Prottas 1979). Exception-making can introduce bias, to be sure, but 

it can also reflect compassion for extenuating circumstances. In this article, we define exception-

making as either ad hoc or systematic instances of gatekeepers deciding that a blemished record 

will not prevent a person from gaining access to a resource. For risk-averse organizations, this 

sort of going against the record is seemingly antithetical to risk minimization goals. Yet for 

various reasons, including economic constraints, decision-makers often feel as though they 

cannot simply screen out everyone with a checkered past. How, then, do they decide which 

problematic pasts can be overlooked?2 

For our empirical case, we turn to tenant screening, where scholars have begun to note 

the importance of personal record use (e.g., Reosti 2018, 2020; Rosen, Garboden, and Cossyleon 

 
2 Risk-embracing organizations, such as subprime lenders, may actively seek out individuals with marred 

records. That is a business model different from the one we consider in this paper. 
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2021). In the U.S., most landlords and property managers consider potential tenants’ credit 

reports, criminal records, and eviction histories, which they get from background check 

companies (Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 2022). This is consequential for the more 

than 100 million Americans with marred records, so-called “negative credentials” (Maroto 2012; 

Pager 2003).3 Landlords may reject upwards of a quarter of at least some rental populations.4 

Tenant screening is a strategic case for understanding how exception-making plays out 

differently with algorithm use, because the field of housing rental is split between landlords that 

use records judgmentally and those that process them algorithmically. We can thus compare 

respondents using essentially the same data in different ways. We draw on interviews with 78 

landlords and property managers in two U.S. metropolitan areas, as well as interviews with 10 

current or former tenant screening company executives. Interviews with these executives, as well 

as executives at major real estate and property management companies, offer the first 

sociological look at the upper levels of tenant screening decision-making—the first glimpse into 

the black box of rental housing algorithms. 

Comparing exception-making in judgmental and algorithmic contexts, we find both 

surprising similarity and meaningful difference. Both settings involve plenty of going against the 

record—of selectively ignoring background check blemishes—but with algorithms, decisions 

about which infractions to ignore are made far in advance, removed from details about 

applicants, and codified into what we call counter-rules. Nonetheless, the executives who create 

these counter-rules engage in the same processes of cultural meaning-making as gatekeepers 

 
3 We estimated this figure from the number of Americans with criminal records, debts in collection on 

their credit reports, and evictions filed against them each year (Gromis et al. 2022; Leasure and Andersen 

2016; Ratcliffe et al., 2014). We believe this is a conservative estimate. 
4 Our data suggest it would not be uncommon for 15 to 20% of applicants to be rejected, although this 

may vary by market context. Other sources suggest the figure may be higher (personal correspondence 

with staff at the National Housing Law Project). 
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evaluating one applicant at a time. Both sorts of decision-makers turn to narrative and analogy as 

they undertake what we call situational and temporal re-embedding, an interpretive process that 

breathes life into bureaucratic records that present a thin version of people’s pasts. Yet counter-

rules, which must be written in advance and interoperable with the categories records already 

contain, change the variety of exceptions that landlords make. Only applicants with the most 

culturally salient and institutionally legible circumstances benefit. 

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. First, we explain the differences between 

judgmental and algorithmic risk assessment; highlight how organizations across domains have 

come to deploy algorithmic methods for making risk-related decisions about individuals; and 

mine the literatures on algorithms and organizations for guidance on what this means for the 

exercise of judgment and discretion. Next, we turn to our case, detailing how landlords and 

property managers use credit reports, criminal histories, and eviction records in rental decisions, 

and why this milieu is a useful one for addressing our theoretical concern. Then, we describe our 

data and methods and present our findings. Finally, we discuss the implications of our results for 

theories of algorithms and exception-making, as well as for scholars more broadly attentive to 

the increasing influence of personal records on life chances.  

 

 

RISK ASSESSMENT, ALGORITHMS, AND GOING AGAINST THE RECORD  

 

In markets and other domains of social life, organizations and the decision-makers who 

work for them often seek to assess how much risk an individual poses. Equipped with records of 

a person’s past, evaluators of risk follow two main modes of moving from data to predictions of 

future behavior. The first relies on professionals closely reading dossiers one at a time and 

applying expert judgment. The second uses pre-determined and codified rules to mechanically 
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assess the data contained in documents. Scholars across a variety of settings have identified these 

two approaches to risk assessment, variously referring to the first as clinical, unstructured, 

subjective, and character-based, and to the second as mechanical, automated, black-boxed, and, 

when rules capture known correlations, actuarial (Grove et al. 2000; Meehl 1954; Underwood 

1979; Werth 2019). In this article, we refer to the first mode as judgmental and the second as 

algorithmic.5 By “algorithm” we simply mean a set of rules one follows to make a decision; this 

could be as straightforward as a flowchart or computationally complex. 

Both judgmental and algorithmic assessments have long been with us, but over time 

many domains have shifted from the former to the latter (Christin 2020b; Rona-Tas 2020). This 

is true for risk assessments in markets, such as those that allocate credit and insurance (Krippner 

and Hirschman 2022; Straka 2000), as well as for risk assessments in more social realms, such as 

criminal justice and child welfare (Bosk 2018; Eubanks 2017; Werth 2019). At times, scholars 

characterize judgmental assessment as idiosyncratic, though decision-makers do apply standards, 

just informal ones, like rules of thumb (Daston 2022; Meehl 1954; Rona-Tas and Guseva 2014). 

What is different is not a lack of patterned thinking, but the absence of rigid rules articulated in 

advance of any particular decision. Judgmental decision-makers are free to selectively ignore a 

record that, on first pass, indicates risk (i.e., a negative credential). Those following pre-set rules 

are less able to do so, which is why algorithmic assessment is often held up as a way to reduce 

bias, including those related to race and gender (Bielby 2000; Reskin 2000).6 

When rules are taken to the extreme, however, that same rigidity is what leads to Weber’s 

dystopian vision of the iron cage. Making decisions “without regard for persons” cuts both ways 

 
5 In using the word “judgmental,” we follow in the tradition of consumer lending, where practitioners and 

others have long used the term to distinguish individualized, interpretive decision-making from that 

which is rules-based or statistical (e.g., Guseva 2008; Krippner 2017; Lauer 2017).  
6 This doesn’t always work as intended (Ajunwa 2020; Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015). 
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(Weber 1978:975). Extracting human judgment and discretion also boxes out pro-social forms of 

partiality, such as those arising from empathy and consideration of special circumstance. As 

organizations increasingly rely on algorithms to assess risk and make decisions about 

individuals, the danger, social theorists argue, is that personal records, especially those that carry 

the imprimatur of institutions like the state, will unyieldingly control people’s fates (Burrell and 

Fourcade 2021; Eubanks 2017; Harcourt 2007). In terms of the market, algorithmic “sorting and 

slotting,” fueled by profit motive, means that those registering as risky will be automatically 

excluded or confined to less desirable options (Fourcade and Healy 2013, 2017; O’Neil 2016).  

Yet while that may hold true in a general sense, the burgeoning literature on algorithms in 

organizational context shows that real-life practice is often more nuanced. The ability to go 

against a record that, on its face, indicates risk rarely disappears completely. This is true in part 

because organizational leaders at times intentionally leave ways for evaluators close to particular 

cases to override the recommendations of algorithms, especially in marginal situations (e.g., 

Albright 2019; Moulton 2007). Many child welfare authorities, for example, allow caseworkers 

to discount the results of actuarial tools designed to predict if parents will harm their children 

(Bosk 2020; De-Arteaga, Fogliato, and Chouldechova 2020).  

But even when organizations do intend to excise human judgment, intuition, and 

discretion from risk-assessment and decision-making, they are effectively unable to do so. That 

is because effort to erase these modes of thinking only pushes them to other parts of the 

environment (Brayne 2021; Brayne and Christin 2021; Christin 2017; Gillespie 2018; Gray and 

Suri 2019). Consider what happened when legislators imposed sentencing algorithms on judges: 

discretionary power flowed to prosecutors, who still had leeway to decide what charges to bring, 
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thus determining which sentencing grid a defendant ultimately wound up on (Espeland and 

Vannebo 2007; Schauer 2003).  

When we view algorithms in a moment of assessment—at the point when a score or 

recommendation issues forth—it may seem that decisions are automatic and devoid of human 

influence. Front-line employees are just following the rules, doing what the output says. Yet as 

Seaver (2018:378) reminds us, “If you cannot see a human in the loop, you just need to look for 

a bigger loop.” Behind algorithms sit people who decide which data to include and what rules to 

codify in code—processes packed with judgment calls (Bowker and Star 1994; Hannah-Moffat 

et al. 2009; Stuart 2003). Whether it’s computer programmers, product managers, or another 

system designer, someone is still shaping algorithms according to taken-for-granted 

understandings about how the world does and should work (boyd and Crawford 2012; Burrell 

and Foucade 2021; Zuboff 2019). Algorithms don’t get rid of human reasoning; they relocate it. 

The algorithms literature is good at pointing this out, but what has gone less explored is 

what this relocation means for the process of categorizing a seemingly risky person as 

unproblematic. When organizations process records with algorithms rather than experts reading 

individual files, judgment is exercised by different people in different places at different times, 

and this, we argue, carries significant downstream implications for how exceptions are made and 

who benefits from them. Below, we explain why tenant screening is a good case for revealing 

these differences, but first we turn to another body of scholarship that helps establish 

expectations for how and why organizational actors would go against the record. 
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LESSONS FROM THE STUDY OF BUREAUCRACY AND RULES-BOUND 

ORGANIZATIONS 

 

Why have rules-based risk assessment in the first place? The answer to that question 

proves useful for making sense of how individuals and organizations later selectively ignore 

negative credentials. 

  To start, rules might lead to better predictions about which individuals will be 

problematic. This could be especially true if rules are statistically validated (Rona-Tas 2020). 

But even absent evidence that rules boost the efficacy of record use, there are strong forces 

pushing organizations, especially larger ones, in the direction of pre-articulated, codified rules. 

Organizations are attentive to external audiences as well as to internal operations, and to the 

extent that regulators, investors, insurers, and other stakeholders expect rules-based procedures, 

organizations will be likely to use them (Meyer and Rowan 1977; DiMaggio and Powell 1983; 

Power 1999). Indeed, signaling legitimacy through a commitment to rules and standards has 

accelerated in recent decades (Merry 2011; Timmermans and Epstein 2010).  

This is nowhere more apparent than in how organizations deal with risk. As scholars 

from diverse quarters have noted, we now live in a “risk society,” where organizations are 

expected to be attentive to future dangers and deal with them in instrumentally rational ways 

(Beck 1992; Clarke and Short 1993; Garland 2003). Rules-based systems also comport with 

contemporary notions of fair decision-making—of evaluating each individual in the same way, 

irrespective especially of ascriptive traits. This is a major reason why, for instance, in the 1990s 

the U.S. consumer lending industry shifted from judgmental underwriting to rules-based credit 

scores (Hyman 2011). As Carruthers (2013) observes, the adoption of such practices can run far 
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ahead of evidence that they lead to more accurate predictions.7 There is value in moving from 

judgment to rules, given their aura of objectivity, whether or not they statistically predict 

outcomes.  

Yet it is precisely because organizations often stake out positions motivated by what 

others think that they then diverge from those positions in day-to-day practice. The literature on 

loose coupling shows how organizations frequently present one image to the outside world—

e.g., we never rent to risky tenants—while internally doing something different (March and 

Olsen 1976; Meyer and Rowan 1977; Weick 1976). This divergence can arise from the practical 

realities of what it takes to run a business, as well as the fact that organizations, and individuals 

within them, often face conflicting values, goals, and motivations (Canales 2014; March 1994).  

How, then, do exceptions come about? One major mechanism is through the exercise of 

discretion. In his classic study of “street-level” bureaucracy, Lipsky (1980) shows that front-line 

employees charged with allocating resources often bend or ignore an organization’s formal 

directives, either because the person being evaluated doesn’t neatly fall into the categories rules 

depend on, or because notions of fairness beyond equal treatment entail taking into account other 

aspects of a person’s life (see also, Prottas 1979). As organizations automate decision-making 

and technologically constrain ground-level workers, this discretion may seem to disappear. But 

just as in the literature on algorithms, scholars of bureaucracy demonstrate that judgment simply 

moves elsewhere, to locations where rules don’t (yet) reach (Bovens and Zouridis 2002; Crozier 

1964; Zouridis, van Eck, and Bovens 2020). Indeed, as we show below, when risk assessment is 

 
7 In the U.S., this is the history of decision-making in both consumer credit and property insurance. Credit 

grantors and insurance underwriters made decisions according to scorecards and schedules of rules long 

before these systems were statistically validated (Hexamer 1905; Lauer 2017; see also, Rosenberger, 

Nash, and Graham 2009:80-81 on the value of rules-based decision-making even absent mathematical 

prediction). 
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algorithmic, upper-level managers become the ones with the power to deem certain situations 

special and whose intuitions get baked into decision-making systems. 

Accordingly, in this article we conceptualize two varieties of exceptions, which we define 

as deviations from an ideal action (e.g., for risk-avoidant organizations, simply excluding all 

individuals whose records are marred). Ad hoc exceptions are case-specific and one-off, the 

classic scenario of frontline workers making decisions based on the details in front of them rather 

than broader organizational goals. Systematic exceptions, by contrast, are for entire groups of 

people. They are still exceptions in that they contravene the primary rule driving decision-

making—e.g., reject people with negative credentials—but they do so in ways that transcend 

individual cases. 

While the extant literature hints at this distinction, our empirical findings present a novel 

documentation of it. To date, scholars have largely left unanswered the question of how shifts in 

who makes exceptions and when such judgment occurs carry implications for how exception-

making unfolds and the consequences for which sorts of blemished records are more or less 

likely to be overlooked.  

 

 

CREDIT REPORTS, CRIMINAL RECORDS, AND EVICTION HISTORIES IN TENANT 

SCREENING 

 

In this section, we turn to the details of our case: tenant background screening. In the 

U.S., most landlords and property managers procure information about would-be tenants from 

background check companies, which gather and sell records from credit bureaus and criminal 

and civil courts (Dunn and Grabchuk 2010; Hiner 2020; Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

2022). Screening companies tend to package credit reports, criminal records, and eviction 

histories together, which means landlords generally do not select into knowledge of particular 
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information types. This case is therefore useful for teasing apart differences in exception-making 

between algorithmic and judgmental users of data, since the underlying information that 

landlords receive is broadly the same.8 Any differences observed can be attributed to the mode of 

analysis and not variation in the underlying data itself, a distinction Christin (2020b) underscores 

as important yet often ignored. 

Landlords have long had an interest in anticipating how individuals will behave (e.g., 

who will pay rent on time, maintain a property, make an unobtrusive neighbor). Traditionally, 

landlords’ knowledge of tenants was interpersonally gleaned—gathered from interactions with 

would-be renters and those who knew them, such as past landlords (Thacher 2008). Information 

from background screening companies is different in two ways. First, it represents knowing “at a 

distance,” a socially disembedded rendering of a person in a paper-bound, rationalized, and 

stripped-down form (Leyshon and Thrift 1999; Miller and Rose 1990). Second, background 

checks carry the imprimatur of credit bureaus and courts. The information is official, 

authoritative, and legible to other organizations (Pager 2003; Wheeler 1969). Landlords first 

gained access to such information in the late 19th century, with the emergence of consumer 

credit bureaus (Lauer 2017). 

Yet it wasn’t until the 1980s, and really the 1990s, that using background check records 

to screen out ostensibly undesirable tenants became widespread. In that era, background 

screening of all sorts grew common, as the internet and advances in computer processing 

allowed for the faster and cheaper aggregation, storage, and circulation of personal data (Hiner 

2020; Pasley, Oostrom-Shah, and Sirota 2021). Alongside this technological shift came a 

growing belief that it was important for organizations to protect against the dangers individuals 

 
8 There may be minor differences based on which credit bureau the screening company contracts with and 

which courts are included (e.g., in-state vs. out-of-state jurisdictions). 
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posed, and that consulting records of past behavior could do so (Thacher 2008). While landlords 

and property managers continued to care about other sorts of information—an applicant’s 

income, for example, to gauge ability to pay—records of behavioral infractions, from unpaid 

debts to criminal convictions, became customary markers for whether a tenant would prove 

problematic and ought to be avoided. Landlords and property managers thus use personal records 

to avoid risk.9 (In recent decades, some industries have also begun using personal data to 

deliberately take on more risk at a higher price—subprime lending is a classic example—but that 

is not the business model employed here (Baker and Simon 2002; Mays 2004).) 

Today, tenant screening outfits sell landlords raw data—the verbatim contents of credit 

reports and court records—as well as scores and other quantitative tools designed to summarize 

data and simplify decision-making (Dunn and Grabchuk 2010; Consumer Financial Protection 

Bureau 2022). These may or may not be statistically validated against outcomes, such as the 

likelihood of a person ending a lease with rent in arrears. While the statistical use of credit data is 

common in other industries, property managers have been slower to embrace predictive 

scoring.10 One tenant screening company executive we spoke to for this research painted the real 

estate industry as old-fashioned. Some of our respondents described another dynamic: the 

financial upside to better predicting tenant risk was simply not that great compared to other 

decisions firms routinely make, such as setting rents and picking properties to buy and sell.  

 
9 In recent decades, some industries have also begun using personal data to deliberately take on more risk 

at a higher price (e.g., subprime lending), but that is not the business model employed here (Baker and 

Simon 2002; Mays 2004). 
10 Statistically validated scores have existed since at least the 1990s (Rich 2001) yet many respondents, 

even at larger firms, did not highlight their use. To the best of our knowledge, predictive scores only exist 

for financial risk and do not include the contents of criminal records. This could change with advances in 

predictive analytics. 
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Crucially for us, some landlords and property managers process the information supplied 

by tenant screening companies with algorithms and others do not (Reosti 2018, 2020; Rosen, 

Garboden, and Cossyleon 2021). This dichotomy makes the case a compelling one for answering 

our theoretical question of how exception-making takes shape differently when risk assessment 

transpires algorithmically, since our case contains built-in comparison.11 Algorithm use roughly 

maps onto organization size, with larger firms more likely to employ rules-based assessment 

(Crowder 2018). In these larger firms, cognition is distributed: senior managers and executives 

create the screening rules that constitute algorithms, while ground-level employees (e.g., those 

fielding applications on-site at apartment complexes) apply them. At smaller firms and among 

sole proprietors, the process generally unfolds from start to finish with just one person. These 

differences go hand-in-hand with variation in the form information takes. Small and mid-sized 

organizations typically buy comprehensive tenant screening reports, long documents with fine-

grained details about specific individuals. Figure 1 provides a demonstration of such a report. In 

larger firms, executives create rules by going through lengthy lists of possible infractions—

Figure 2 provides a demonstration of such a list—while front-line workers only see the final 

disposition, as represented by Figure 3. No matter what form the information takes, the 

underlying content is the same, drawn from the same credit bureaus and courthouses. 

 

 
11 It is possible that this divide is related to the historical moment of this study, and that longer term, 

rental housing will broadly move to algorithmic methods, as other industries, such as credit and 

insurance, have in the past. 
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The Role of Economic Forces 

 

Importantly, housing rental and tenant screening occur in the context of a market, where 

profit consideration drives decisions, at least to a large extent.12 A key reason to go against the 

record, then, might be because a stricter risk mitigation strategy would be less profitable or 

money-losing. Indeed, scholars show that landlords lower background check standards when 

they encounter less demand for their units (Clark 2007; Reosti 2020), and, we would surmise, 

when the applicant pool makes finding unblemished records less likely.13 In the context of tenant 

screening, there are two ways to lose money: fail to screen out tenants who later default on the 

 
12 This reflects that rental housing in the contemporary U.S. is institutionalized as a commodity (Pattillo 

2013). While public housing authorities also use background checks, such landlords fall outside the scope 

of our sample. 
13 Landlords and property managers are also more likely to be lax on background checks when they have 

other ways to offset risk. For example, landlords care less about pristine credit records when they can 

mitigate financial loss by collecting an extra security deposit or government-provided rent subsidy (Rosen 

2014; Rosen et al. 2021). 
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rent or otherwise cause problems, or screen out so many tenants that units go unfilled and not 

enough rent is collected to cover costs in the first place.  

Still, invoking an economic concept like supply and demand does little to suggest how 

landlords and property managers come to overlook some background check blemishes but not 

others. As economic sociologists show time and again, profit-seeking actors do not automatically 

react to financial pressures, but rather construe their interests and possible courses of action 

through culturally mediated understandings (e.g., Beckert 2011; Elliott 2021; Livne 2014; Turco 

2012). Market forces may push landlords to rent to individuals with marred records, but under 

such conditions, how do landlords decide which problems to overlook, and when to hold the 

line? Moreover, how does that process differ according to whether record use is judgmental or 

algorithmic? These are the questions to which we now turn. 

 

 

DATA AND METHODS 

 

To understand how landlords and property managers make exceptions for people with 

blemished background checks, we conducted in-depth interviews with individuals who play a 

role in leasing decisions. This included individuals who rent housing units they personally own, 

as well as individuals who work at companies that own and/or manage rental properties.14  

Interviews are well-suited for learning how people understand the world around them and how 

those understandings guide action (Lamont and Swidler 2014; Weiss 1994). Extant research 

 
14 The U.S. rental market includes owners of housing who manage it themselves (i.e., “landlords”) and 

those that pay property management companies to so do. We include both in our sample. There are many 

types of property managers, including real estate agents who manage rental properties on the side, 

property management firms that cater to individual owners, and property management firms that cater to 

corporate owners (Gomory 2021; Korver-Glenn 2020). 
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based on interviews with landlords and property managers shows that how these individuals 

assign meaning to information shapes leasing decisions (Greif 2022; Reosti 2020; Rosen 2020). 

We created a list of landlords and property managers to approach for interviews through a 

mix of random and purposive sampling. The random element helped make sure our sample was 

not systematically biased, while the purposive element helped ensure we included hard-to-reach 

and theoretically significant categories of respondents (Small 2009). 

In line with prior studies, we drew an initial sample from rental housing web sites 

(Boeing and Waddell 2017; Garboden et al. 2018; Garboden and Rosen 2018), focusing on the 

Durham, N.C. and San Jose, Calif. metropolitan areas. We selected these locations to capture 

variation in vacancy rate, median rent, and other key metrics that speak to how easy it is for 

landlords to fill units (Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University 2020). In the 

findings section below, we discuss the role of economic forces in exception-making processes.15 

We sought to sample properties catering to all segments of the rental housing market: high-end, 

middle-tier, and low-income. To do this, we used three web sites, including one that showcases 

more affordable (i.e., low-end) units, and one that includes luxury apartments and other pricey 

properties. In this way, our study significantly departs from most prior sociological work on 

rental housing, which generally focuses on low-income and government-subsidized units and 

excludes the majority of U.S. renters who are not poor or near-poor (Aurand et al. 2022; e.g., 

DeLuca and Rosen 2022; Desmond 2016; Greif 2018). For seven days in October 2020, we used 

a random number generator to select 10 listings a day from each web site in each metropolitan 

area.  

 
15 In this article, we pool data from across our field sites; in other work, we more systematically compare 

aspects of the two locations. San Jose became a softer rental market during our study, given the COVID 

pandemic, but we still had enough variation, both across and within field sites, to identify the role of 

economic context in exception-making. 
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PhD students at Duke and Stanford universities contacted individuals associated with 

each listing to ask if they would participate in our study. To this sample, we added referrals 

obtained from the initial respondents. Many referrals were small-time owner-operators who we 

asked to be introduced to, since such landlords are more likely to find tenants through word of 

mouth and thus be underrepresented in the original sample. When recruiting respondents, we 

presented the study as about how landlords find good tenants and make other decisions. The 

interview guide covered multiple aspects of property management but focused on tenant 

screening. Throughout the interview, we asked respondents for concrete examples to back up any 

general claims they made. For example, if a respondent said she went easy on applicants with 

misdemeanors, we asked to hear about the last time she had done so. Given the COVID 

pandemic, we conducted interviews by video-chat software or telephone. Our respondents 

seemed comfortable being interviewed by video software, with many using such tools in their 

own professional endeavors, and we do not believe this mode of interviewing meaningfully 

influenced our data collection. 

The individuals listed in rental ads may or may not be in charge of background screening, 

and at larger companies, they almost certainly are not. Given that novel information about record 

use can sit at more senior levels, we also recruited executives at the larger firms captured in our 

random sample. Kiviat used a business intelligence database to pinpoint who in each 

organization might best speak to background screening. This author then sought to make contact 

by email, phone, social media message, and personal introduction. In our final sample, we 

therefore have respondents from large companies who work directly with tenants (e.g., leasing 

agents and property managers), as well as respondents whose actions affect would-be tenants 

from afar, often multiple states away. Respondents in this second group have titles such as 
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regional manager, regional vice president, senior vice president, senior director, vice president of 

operations, president, and chief executive officer. We refer to these individuals as “executives.”16 

This is a second way our study is distinct from prior research on landlords and screening 

decisions. We offer a line of sight into the decision-making processes of individuals high up in 

major real estate and property management companies. This is crucial for understanding 

exception-making because ground-level employees often have reduced information and limited 

discretion. 

  As we conducted interviews, we came to appreciate the major role that tenant screening 

companies play in how landlords and property managers use personal records. Tenant screening 

companies not only sell data, but also implement standards established at large companies, and 

even help craft standards. Given this influence, we set out to recruit executives from such firms 

into our sample. Kiviat attempted to contact individuals at all tenant screening companies used 

by respondents, and others mentioned in the news. In recent years, the tenant screening industry 

has come under significant scrutiny, and these were difficult interviews to land. Kiviat 

aggressively sought to make contact by email, phone, social media message, and personal 

introduction. This author also pursued individuals who had recently left screening companies, as 

former executives might feel freer to discuss their work. This author conducted all of these 

interviews. These interviews represent the third way our study contains data and perspectives 

absent from prior research on tenant screening. 

Our final sample includes 78 respondents who are landlords or property managers, and 10 

current and former executives from tenant screening companies. Kiviat and Greene read 

transcripts of interviews as they were conducted and stopped data collection once new interviews 

 
16 We do this in part to make research participants less identifiable. 
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yielded little additional insight (Lamont and White 2008; Small 2009). The research team 

conducted interviews between October 2020 and April 2021.  

Table 1 shows the distribution of respondents by geography, organization type, and 

organizational role. The landlord and property manager portion of the sample represents 64 

distinct entities, since we interviewed more than one person at multiple companies (e.g., a 

property manager and an executive). Table 1 also shows the percentage of respondents that use 

credit, criminal, and eviction records in tenant screening. California respondents largely drive the 

lower frequency of criminal record use. Respondents explained that it was harder to compile 

criminal records in California and there were legal prohibitions on their use (e.g., bans in the 

cities of Berkeley, Oakland, and Richmond).  

We analyzed our data abductively, toggling between interviews and existing literature 

(Tavory and Timmermans 2014). To detect empirical patterns, we followed a three-step process 

that relied on memo-writing and coding of transcript excerpts (Miles and Huberman 1994; 

Lofland et al. 2006). In the first step, we read interview transcripts, wrote memos to identify 

processes, themes, similarities, and differences, and met to discuss these observations. In the 

second step, we developed a set of qualitative codes and then applied these codes to each 

transcript, using the software Dedoose. In the third step, we read within code across transcript, 

and wrote another series of memos to capture additional patterns.  

As the importance of algorithmic and judgmental analysis emerged, we independently 

coded which sort of analysis landlords and property managers engaged in and had an outside 

research assistant do so, as well. This revealed that of the 64 organizations (or sole proprietors) 

in the landlords portion of our sample, 20 processed information from records algorithmically.17 

 
17 From these organizations, we interviewed 33 different respondents, representing both front-line 

employees and executives.  
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Since our sample is not designed to be statistically representative of a larger population, this 

figure should be understood as a feature of our sample and not as a frequency in the broader U.S. 

rental market. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Sample description

Number of respondents

    Landords and property managers 78

    Current and former executives of tenant screening companies 10

Percent of landlords/property managers (N=78)

Location of enterprise

    CA-only 35%

    NC-only 37%

    Multiple states 28%

Type of organization

    Individual owner-operator 26%

    Real estate agency with property management services 12%

    Property management company catering to individual owners 19%  

    Mid-market owner-operator 3%

    Property management company catering to mid-market owners 8%

    Large corporate owner-operator 24%

    Property management company catering to large corporate owners 9%

Respondent role

     Property-level/direct tenant interaction 78%

     Executive-level 22%

Personal data use Yes No Don't know

    Credit report 96% 4% n/a

    Criminal record 73% 17% 10%  

    Eviction history 88% 6% 5%
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FINDINGS  

 

Two Worlds of Record Use  

 

Respondents in our sample overwhelmingly understood background screening as a way 

to avoid undesirable events. The events respondents most cared about avoiding were tenants not 

paying the rent, damaging the unit or property, and being disruptive or dangerous neighbors. 

Respondents primarily viewed personal records as tools for deciphering whether would-be 

tenants posed any of these risks, because they believed that people, to a first approximation, 

would behave in the future as they had in the past. When we asked respondents to describe their 

ideal, their answers were strikingly consistent: a credit report without large debts and no late 

payments or accounts in collection; a clean criminal record; and a lack of eviction history. 

Across the board, respondents desired tenants with unblemished records.18 

The reality, however, was that respondents routinely faced records marred in all sorts of 

ways. Respondents described credit reports showing late payments on credit cards and loans, 

delinquent debts including money owed to past landlords, utility bills in collection, large 

amounts of (sometimes unpaid) medical and student loan debt, bankruptcies, foreclosures, 

judgments for unpaid child support, tax liens, low credit scores, and so on. When it came to 

criminal records, respondents described seeing charges and convictions for intoxicated driving, 

assault, drug possession and distribution, fraud, larceny, illegal firearms possession, traffic 

violations, arson, disturbing the peace, shoplifting, burglary, prostitution, manslaughter, and 

more. For eviction records, respondents reported seeing both completed and in-process evictions, 

as well as court judgments for money owed to past landlords.  

 
18 None of our respondents sought out tenants with compromised records, although that is a possible 

business model (see Rosen (2014) for an example). 
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For our respondents, moving from the data in these records to leasing decisions posed an 

evaluative challenge. Respondents rarely thought that holding out for perfect records was an 

economic possibility—too many units would go unfilled—and so they had to decide which 

blemishes should be disqualifying, and which could be overlooked. As one respondent 

explained, “There’s always risk involved, it’s just what can we do to minimize the risk.” To 

solve this problem, respondents took two distinct paths, presaged by the literature above. 

In judgmental analysis, respondents focused on raw data and their interpretation of it. 

This mode of analysis went hand-in-hand with respondents using full tenant screening reports, as 

portrayed in Figure 1. Such reports often include scores—whether pure credit scores or 

composite metrics that also take into account information such as rent-to-income ratio—but 

respondents frequently downplayed these numbers. Instead, they prioritized the fine-grained 

details of an applicant’s record and how they compared to those of other applicants the 

respondent had seen. Applicants with extremely bad records relative to what a respondent was 

used to were quickly rejected. To decide marginal cases, respondents typically asked the 

applicant for an explanation of what had happened. As an owner-operator with about 120 units 

explained: “I happily call and say, ‘Hey, I see you have a car repossessed, what was the situation 

there?’... And if they justify it in a way that makes sense, then maybe that’s forgivable.” The 

particulars of an applicant’s situation, as well as their affective response to it, helped respondents 

decide whether the infraction suggested the applicant would pose a risk going forward. 

In algorithmic analysis, by contrast, respondents relied on codified sets of rules. In some 

cases, these rules were programmed into a computer for automated screening; in other cases, 

they were manually applied by a respondent consulting a table or matrix of disqualifying 

infractions. Algorithmic analysis was largely rooted in quantitative measures, from simple counts 
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to composite scores, which had sometimes (though far from always) been shown to correlate 

with tenant outcomes, such as ending a lease with rent in arrears. Applicants were evaluated by 

comparing metrics derived from their records to pre-set thresholds. In larger companies, the 

respondents who applied these rules often knew little about them—at one extreme only receiving 

information that an applicant had been approved or denied (as demonstrated by Figure 3) —

while other, higher-ranking respondents knew about the rules in detail, and in some cases helped 

develop them.19 

Broadly speaking, respondents stuck to one mode or the other, even though many were 

aware of landlords and property managers who did things differently. In drawing comparisons 

between themselves and others, respondents were often dismissive, describing how automated, 

algorithmic decisions opened the door to heartlessness, or personal judgment begat bias. As one 

former tenant screening company executive put it, the industry was made up of two types: those 

using brain power and judgment, and those with scoring models and standardization. 

Which respondents engaged in judgmental analysis and which used algorithms shook out 

largely as scholars of organizations might expect: Algorithmic analysis corresponded with 

respondents working in larger, more bureaucratic (rather than organizationally flat) settings. In 

these firms, algorithmic analysis served multiple purposes, including exercising control over 

front-line workers and satisfying the demands of third parties, such as investors and fair housing 

regulators.20 Indeed, respondents in these organizations often described another sort of risk: the 

 
19 A number of respondents engaging in algorithmic analysis used the word algorithm. 
20 Or other tenants. One executive told us that running criminal checks was important for marketing 

purposes—to be able to tell potential applicants that current residents had been criminally vetted. 

Respondents at large companies also liked how fast decisions could be made algorithmically. As one 

executive explained: “Just about every big company now can make a decision in two hours. We’re all 

relying on these databases, and I don’t know if they’re overly reliable or not, but everybody wants a quick 

decision. Everybody needs a database in order to get that quick decision.” 
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possibility of being sued by the government for treating applicants unequally. In this way, 

institutional environment factored into respondents’ mode of moving from data to decision—as 

well as their reflexive orientation to it. Algorithm users often denied that they were even making 

decisions, but rather only doing as the data commanded. As an executive at a national real estate 

investment trust put it: “There isn’t a lot of decision-making in the process, which is exactly 

what we want.” 

If one only paid attention to low-level employees at large firms, it might in fact look like 

algorithmic analysis involved little in the way of judgment and discretion. As an on-site leasing 

manager for one of the nation’s largest property management companies described the process: 

“The system really does all of the work. We just press a button… [The computer] does the 

screening and then it shoots out a decision: approved, approved with conditions [e.g., a larger 

security deposit], or denied… There’s not really much that we have to go in and do.” Other 

property-level respondents—i.e., those dealing directly with applicants and tenants—described 

similar systems, including some that simply produced colors: green for approve, red for deny, 

and yellow for approve with an extra deposit. In day-to-day implementation, the algorithmic 

processing of personal records can indeed appear decision-less, as a way of arriving at outcomes 

that is automatic, impartial, and instantaneous. 

Yet, in reality, whether organizations used judgmental or algorithmic methods, someone, 

somewhere was making—or in the past had made—decisions. And this included decisions about 

when a record revealing a problematic past could be overlooked.  

 

Exceptions as Counter-Rules 

 

What varied between judgmental and algorithmic analysis was not whether exceptions 

were made, but how they took shape. While going against the record in judgmental analysis 
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often involved contextualizing the events in a specific applicant’s life, exceptions in algorithmic 

analysis were codified in writing long before any particular applicant came along. Respondents 

who had a line of sight into how algorithms were created frequently pointed to examples of 

infractions that were specifically excluded from consideration—medical debt, for example, or 

unpaid loans below a certain dollar threshold, or misdemeanors, or non-violent felonies more 

than a certain number of years old. These exceptions were themselves written into the 

algorithms, as counter-rules capturing the circumstances under which the primary rule of tenant 

screening—don’t rent to individuals with problematic pasts—could be contravened. 

Typically, these counter-rules were developed by executives, or teams of executives, and 

often in conjunction with tenant screening companies.21 Multiple executive-level respondents 

recounted the experience of sitting down with someone from a screening company and going 

through a long (e.g., 12-page) list of infractions, deciding whether or not each would count 

against applicants, and if so, for how long. As an executive at a property management company 

described the process: “When you sign up for the service, there’s a spreadsheet with criteria that 

you go through with them… How many late payments do you have on your credit report? How 

many do you have in collections? What’s the dollar amount, all those types of things.” (Figure 2 

demonstrates what such a spreadsheet might look like.) Or, as another respondent explained: 

“You’ve got the ability to look at different felonies and misdemeanor classes and go through and 

[decide]… [if] someone’s been convicted of a murder, it’s going to trigger a fail. If they’ve got a 

DUI [driving under the influence of alcohol], it’s not.”  

That is to say, executives creating algorithms engaged in the same sort of fine-grained 

assessment as judgmental users of data, just removed in time and place from decisions about 

 
21 “Counter-rule” is an etic term, not an emic one. 
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particular tenants. Nonetheless, exception-making in both judgmental and algorithmic data use 

depended on the mobilization of commonsense cultural understanding. As an executive at a 

national owner-operator described the rule-creation process: “A lot of it is just based on how 

long I’ve been in the industry and what I know works and doesn’t work from my experience. 

[And] a lot of it [is] my attorney, where my attorney says to me, ‘You know what? I don’t like 

that a person was driving drunk, but how does that affect them living at your community?’... 

Kind of the same with credit. We just go through and try to determine, is it a... risk?”22 

At times, tenant screening companies provided executives with statistical evidence about 

the connection between past and future behavior (at least for financial outcomes such as ending a 

lease with rent in arrears), but even then, lay intuitions could break through.23 Respondents from 

multiple tenant screening companies discussed chipping away at known correlations at clients’ 

insistence. For example, landlords and property managers sometimes demanded algorithms 

exclude certain types of debt, such as those tied to medical bills, even if the data were predictive 

of tenant outcomes. Clients were also known to demand certain factors remain in, despite the 

absence of strong correlations. One tenant screening company executive had data showing that 

evictions more than a few years old no longer really mattered. And yet, as he explained, certain 

landlords and property managers insisted on excluding applicants with evictions of any age, a 

reaction he observed as “emotional.” 

Despite what the algorithmic use of personal records might look like on the ground—a 

mechanical application of dispassionate rules—it baked in many of the same interpretive and 

 
22 Landlords and property managers sometimes ask for advice at tenant screening companies, at which 

point employees discuss how other executives have wrangled with decisions. 
23 None of our respondents described statistical predictions derived from criminal records. An executive at 

a leading tenant screening company told us that criminal record data are harder to work with in a 

statistical framework, given variability in how crimes are categorized across jurisdictions. 
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discretionary features as judgmental analysis. In the next section, we describe the main process 

by which this transpired: situational and temporal re-embedding. This cultural process was 

common across judgmental and algorithmic decision-making. Yet it did not play out identically, 

which we explore in the following section.  

 

Situational and Temporal Re-Embedding 

 

Administrative records render events in people’s lives—defaulting on a loan, being 

convicted of a crime, getting evicted—as dis-embedded from situational and temporal context. 

Records, and the databases they feed into, rely on standardized categories that abstract away 

from the contingency and complication of lived experience (Espeland 1993). This rationalization 

is not incidental, but part of what makes records useful; it allows them to be compiled at scale 

and circulated across organizations (Beniger 1986; Gandy 1993). Yet this reduction in 

information about circumstance and how events fit into life trajectories can later prove 

problematic for decision-makers trying to parse which events can be safely discounted (Kiviat 

2019a). Indeed, our respondents consistently sought to re-embed records in situational and 

temporal context. 

In deciding which infractions to ignore, respondents perennially returned to questions 

about whether applicants had been the ultimate cause of their background check blemishes; if 

they were, then whether they had since sufficiently changed; and how logically similar a 

particular sort of background check blemish was to the events landlords were trying to avoid. To 

answer these questions, respondents deployed both narrative and analogical reasoning, and in the 

process often reached for information that sat beyond background check records—such as 

would-be tenants’ motivations, what had (or hadn’t) transpired since, the role played by others, 

and the constraints people in various situations face. 
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Judgmental users of data typically filled in these gaps by talking to applicants. As an 

assistant property manager at an apartment complex explained: “We really try to get into detail 

about what exactly happened, why did it happen, and what was the aftermath? Basically, what 

kind of a person are you now? Are you most likely going to slip up again?” Most respondents at 

least partly understood people as variable over time. Respondents recalled applicants with 

criminal records who had pulled their lives together, and those with financial infractions who 

now had good-paying jobs and took bills seriously. Through stories, respondents placed 

background check blemishes into the context of an individual’s unfolding life course in order to 

decipher whether a person was sufficiently different than they had been to be deemed no longer a 

risk. 

Stories also played a key role in how algorithmic users of data constructed counter-rules, 

although they did not start with specific tenants. Rather, executives drew on cultural narratives 

about broad classes of people and situations in order to parse whether a blemish ought to be 

disqualifying. For example, many algorithms were programmed to downplay or ignore medical 

debt, and, to a lesser extent, student loans. As an executive at a company that manages thousands 

of units explained the decision: “The theory is that some of those events came about beyond 

[people’s] control. They made a commitment to get their education but haven’t been able to find 

the right job to pay off all of the debt. [Or] they had a catastrophic medical event… If we think 

that good credit and payment histories are predictors of your behavior as a renter, it make[s] 

sense to remove some of those things that are one-off in nature.” With narrative, respondents 

reasoned through whether a particular type of blemished record indicated a personal (and 

ostensibly repeatable) failing, or forces that transcended the individual.24 

 
24 Beliefs about the moral standing of certain debts also likely played a role given that people tend to view 

morally legitimate actions as less risky (Douglas 1985; Douglas and Wildavsky 1982). 
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Respondents also invoked temporal arcs more broadly. Many described time limits for 

particular offenses—overlooking debts in collection more than five years old, non-violent crimes 

more than two, and so on. A blemish with a subsequent infraction-free period signaled changed 

ways. For example, the president of one property management firm justified creating a rule to 

ignore bankruptcies more than three years old by explaining: “If you’ve shown responsibility to 

clean up the mess that you left behind, that tells [me] a lot about the person.” 

Yet time passing meant more for some infractions than others. Blemishes that 

respondents considered to be most situationally similar (or analogous) to the events they were 

hoping to avoid were less likely to be overlooked. Many respondents, for example, discussed 

ignoring some number of missed payments on credit reports, especially when they were small in 

value or distant in time—but that flexibility nearly always disappeared if the creditor was a 

former landlord, or even just a provider of housing-related services, such as a utility company. 

When respondents construed a debt as adjacent to the act of renting, then exceptions were less 

likely. 

This was nowhere more apparent than in how respondents talked about eviction records. 

These were the infractions for which respondents had the least tolerance, using phrases such as 

“deal breaker” and “showstopper.” Evictions certainly represented an extreme risk in that they 

can be very costly for landlords, but the possible money at stake was not the only factor driving 

respondents’ reaction. Many respondents also sympathized with landlords who had gone through 

evictions, at times imagining themselves in a prior landlord’s place, dealing with missed rent or a 

unit left in bad condition.25 

 
25 Some respondents did distinguish between eviction filings and eviction judgments, since in the former 

case, a court had yet to render its verdict. 
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Indeed, for many respondents, owing any amount of money to a past landlord, eviction or 

not, was an “automatic fail.” The connection between past and future behavior was logically 

tight, given that the record portrayed the exact situation respondents sought to avoid. 

Respondents saw little room for extenuating circumstance.26 As one property manager said: “A 

leopard don’t change his spots.” Respondents typically understood applicants who had done 

wrong by past landlords as all of the same type—ones who would do so again. Now, that doesn’t 

mean landlords never made exceptions for eviction records. Indeed, some occasionally did, 

which we detail below, but the path overall was narrow. 

Notably, we observed more wiggle room for applicants with criminal records.27 While a 

good number of respondents did automatically eliminate applicants with felony records (the 

more serious category of crime indicating too extreme a risk), most respondents described 

carefully sorting through misdemeanors, parsing which were related to being a tenant and which 

were not. Respondents did not always come to the same conclusions. For example, some turned 

down applicants with drug offenses, while others ignored such charges. Yet the method of 

narrative and analogical reasoning remained consistent. Those who took a hard stance on drug 

offenses explained their position by describing how past involvement with drugs would logically 

translate into a bad tenancy—citing, for instance, the chances of unsavory individuals visiting the 

property, or the risk posed to other tenants’ children. Those who exempted drug offenses simply 

saw them as unrelated. 

 
26 Scholars of eviction document potentially extenuating circumstances, including landlord-tenant 

disputes over property repair and landlords filing for eviction to empty a property of residents (Consumer 

Financial Protection Bureau 2022; Desmond 2016; Leung, Hepburn, and Desmond 2021). 
27 That eviction history is more meaningful than criminal history comports with Clark (2007)’s survey 

data and So (2022)’s experimental results. 
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In sum, whether using records judgmentally or algorithmically, respondents engaged in a 

process of temporal and situational re-embedding, since background check records on their own 

often lacked important context. Yet, as we explore next, when respondents sought out such 

context and where they turned to retrieve it systematically varied, with consequences for which 

sorts of exceptions were more or less likely to be made. 

 

Differences in Algorithmic and Judgmental Exception-Making 

Respondents who used personal records algorithmically often said they did not make 

exceptions. Many cited fair housing law and the specter of discrimination as reasons all 

applicants must be treated the same, even when there was reason to do otherwise. As an 

executive at a real estate investment trust explained: “It really weighs on you if someone comes 

to you and says, ‘I left an abusive relationship... I have all of this debt. I have two kids. I don’t 

know what to do.’ It’s so hard. I have been in the position where I’ve had to tell them, ‘You 

know, as much as I feel for you and your circumstance... I have to screen you the same as 

everyone else.’” 

Yet as we’ve seen, even if algorithmic users of data steered clear of ad hoc exceptions, 

they nonetheless made more systemic ones through the carve-outs they wrote into algorithms, 

allowing some but not other marred records to be disregarded. This shift from one-off exception-

making to counter-rules was consequential for two reasons. First, it meant that algorithm users 

made exceptions not for particular people, but for particular categories of people. Second, it 

meant that deciding what constituted permissible exceptions no longer occurred at the same time 

as tenants applying for units. These distinctions mattered in multiple ways (summarized in Table 

2). 
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Consider one facet described above: that respondents at times went against the record 

because they attributed the cause of a background check blemish to forces beyond an applicant’s 

control or because they felt a would-be tenant had changed her ways. Respondents using records 

judgmentally drew these conclusions by scouring records for telling details and interacting with 

applicants. As one landlord explained: “If somebody has a bad collections on their credit report, I 

ask them directly, ‘What happened?’” Delving into specific applicants’ situations was not an 

option for executives creating the rules that powered algorithms, because such rules were created 

long before specific applicants came along. Executives therefore relied on assumptions about 

kinds of applicants, and what the stories behind their background check blemishes would likely 

be. Sitting in offices, deciding which infractions could be overlooked, executives drew on 

cultural archetypes—the student overwhelmed by the debt that had paid for her education, the 

one-time drug dealer who had turned his life around, and so on.  

This was consequential because some situations were easier to imagine in advance than 

others. Only the most common and culturally salient scenarios made it into the discussion. While 

some of the exception-worthy situations recounted by respondents using records judgmentally 

were idiosyncratic and nuanced—a couple, for instance, whose bad credit originated with being 

in an airplane crash—the exceptions described by respondents using algorithms were more 

Table 2. Differences in judgmental and algorithmic exception-making

Judgmental Algorithmic

Unit of analysis Individual applicant Category of applicant

Moment of exception Contemporaneous In advance

Style of exception Ad hoc Systematic counter-rule

Stories called upon Individual life histories Cultural narratives

Meaning-making Co-constituted Organizationally determined

Effect of record design Influence Constraint

Variety of exceptions Broad but inconsistent Narrow but consistent
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formulaic. In this way, judgmental users of records were able to entertain a broader range of 

exceptions.  

Judgmental use of records also allowed for more serious infractions to be granted 

exceptions. For example, nearly all respondents took a hard stance against renting to applicants 

with sex offenses on their criminal records. Yet one judgmental user of data, a property manager 

who normally felt that way, discussed renting to one such person because of the particulars of the 

situation, gleaned from interactions with the applicant and extra documents he provided. As she 

explained: “The story was, he was [an] 18-year-old kid in high school with a 17-year-old 

[girlfriend], and the parents went after him... He actually had the documentation to show this was 

a genuine relationship in high school… So, you hear the story, and it’s like, well gosh. I can’t 

just look at your criminal history and take it for what it’s worth.” Judgmental record users were 

also more likely to make exceptions for applicants with evictions, a process that unfailingly 

involved digging into the specifics a person’s situation and probing for extreme circumstances—

a history of domestic violence was repeatedly held up as the quintessential example. As one 

landlord explained, “The more research I can do, the better.”  

What it all added up to: In our interviews, both judgmental and algorithmic users of data 

described offenses they thought might occasionally deserve an exception, but only judgmental 

users of data could act on those occasions. For algorithmic users of records, including an 

exception as a counter-rule meant consistently overlooking an infraction—and so if, in most 

cases, the infraction suggested risk, the counter-rule was not included and no exceptions were 

made. That is to say, a type of infraction that respondents thought could go either way—one that 

could indicate continued risk or not—was hard to write into a counter-rule, but easy to grapple 
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with judgmentally, since respondents could gather more information about the particular case at 

hand. 

The flip side of this was that if an infraction did come to be associated with an 

exculpatory cultural narrative, then everyone whose record contained that infraction benefited. 

One executive, for example, reported that in the wake of the 2007-2008 financial crisis, her 

company created a rule to ignore foreclosures on credit reports because of all of the “bad loans” 

people were experiencing during “that trying period.” This understanding of the situation—of 

borrowers sold substandard mortgages and pummeled by dropping property values—applied 

equally to everyone with a foreclosure on their record, not just to applicants who offered up a 

personal story of misfortune. Going against the record with counter-rules meant that a smaller set 

of exceptions made it through, but those that did were broadly applied.  

Algorithmic users of data were constrained by another reality, as well: administrative 

records reduce lived experience to a particular set of categories, which only partially capture the 

circumstances of people’s lives. Both algorithmic and judgmental users of data described making 

exceptions for people who had been overwhelmed by medical debt, fallen behind on student 

loans, or lost a house to foreclosure. These events in people’s lives were easy to carve out of an 

algorithm because credit reports come with categories capturing each sort of debt and whether 

borrowers are paying it off on time. By contrast, credit reports do not include checkboxes for 

when bad credit is caused by divorce, involuntary job loss, or domestic abuse. These were all 

circumstances that judgmental, but not algorithmic, users of records at times made exceptions 

for. Since algorithmic counter-rules had to be written in the language of records—a language 

created by credit bureaus and courts for their own purposes—some potentially extenuating 

circumstances were impossible to operationalize.  
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These dynamics also took hold in how record users accounted for the passage of time and 

a person’s potential for change. Nearly all respondents using data algorithmically described look-

back periods that varied based on the seriousness of the infraction. These counter-rules were easy 

to implement because administrative records include a surfeit of dates—when a payment was 

missed, a court judgment was handed down, and so on. Yet limiting the influence of a 

background check blemish to a set number of years was a blunt tool, one that assumed journeys 

of self-improvement occurred at a single speed. By contrast, judgmental users of data, who were 

focused on distinct individuals, described assigning weight to other sorts of information, as well, 

such as applicants’ expressions of contrition and evidence that they now led a better life (e.g., 

being in Alcoholics Anonymous, completing a college degree, or holding down a steady job).  

This ability to consider other aspects of an applicant’s life also helped respondents using 

data judgmentally deal with the absence of information—in particular, applicants without credit 

history. Many respondents considered no credit record to be a red flag, unless the applicant was 

just out of school or new to the U.S. Judgmental users of data often took these life trajectories 

into account. One respondent, for example, described renting to a recently arrived Iranian family, 

while saying he would not have done so had the family been in the country a long time. “This is 

a country of immigra[nts]... so you never want to punish anybody for that,” he said, “[but] if 

they’ve been in the country for five [or] ten years, and they haven’t established credit history, 

that’s [bad].” Some respondents using data algorithmically accepted applicants with no credit 

record with a larger security deposit, but they lacked a way to encode immigrant status into a 

counter-rule, since that information did not exist in background check records. 

In a way, it might seem that the main difference between the two modes of exception-

making was that judgment left room for storytelling, while algorithms necessitated placing 
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applicants into (at times ill-fitting) categories. Yet stories were also part of the creation of 

counter-rules, just as generalized cultural narratives. What judgmental analysis uniquely allowed 

for were individual-level stories, and for those stories to be emergent, not pre-ordained. Whether 

reading records interpretively to piece together the arc of an individual’s life or calling up the 

applicant to let them offer a story of their own, judgmental users of records were able to take into 

account the “whole” person. This, in effect, was recognition of the fact that the complexity of life 

was often difficult to demarcate in the abstract in advance, as algorithms necessarily do. 

One implication of this was that with judgmental, but not algorithmic, data use, would-be 

tenants could participate in the process of situational and temporal re-embedding. When 

respondents asked applicants for their stories, the significance attached to the record was co-

created, with applicants playing an active role in shaping interpretations about what particular 

infractions meant, and whether they indicated future risk. Applicants’ self-narrations provided 

lenses through which respondents read records. By contrast, the meaning-making phase of 

algorithmic data use transpired far in advance, and the meanings executives assigned to 

blemishes were already locked in. 

That is not to say that meaning could never be changed at companies using data 

algorithmically. Applicants could in some cases still contest records—claiming inaccuracy, if not 

always extenuating circumstance—but this necessarily happened after the algorithm rendered its 

verdict.28 Applicants might be able to dispute a marred record having excluded them from 

 
28 Most algorithm users described a process for contesting inaccurate records at the background screening 

company. The results of such appeals are beyond our scope, but other scholars show that correcting 

mistakes in records can be a byzantine process (Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 2022; Lageson 

2020; Kleysteuber 2007). Some respondents also described appeals for extenuating circumstances. These 

typically involved off-site managers reviewing cases. An applicant’s pathway to an exception here was 

narrower—many companies did not allow appeals at all, and among those that did, the process meant 

scrutiny by people removed from local context considering written rather than interactional accounts. 
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housing, but the task was to argue against an established meaning—to change a determination of 

risk—more of an uphill battle than helping to create meaning in the first place. 

Moreover, only with judgmental data use could applicants offer their version of events 

first, pre-empting what records had to say. In fact, a number of respondents using data 

judgmentally assigned importance to applicants with blemished records mentioning those 

problems before the background check was even conducted. Voluntary disclosure was seen as 

the mark of a transparent, less risky tenant.29 As one individual owner-operator said: “I tend to 

really value people that are upfront and honest… They’ll tell you before they apply to give you a 

forewarning.” This opportunity, to set the stage for what was to be revealed in one’s records, was 

denied to applicants at companies using data algorithmically. Multiple property-level 

respondents told us that applicants often tried to pre-emptively offer explanations for bad 

records, but there was simply nothing for them to do with the information. 

 

The Role of Economic Forces Redux 

 

The dynamics of going against the record that we’ve described so far largely reflect the 

importance of both cultural understanding and the constraints imposed by the structure of 

administrative records. In this final findings section, we return to an earlier issue: the role of 

economic forces, given the market context of our case.  

Respondents in our sample overwhelmingly felt that holding out for tenants with perfect 

records would prove too costly in terms of units sitting vacant, which is what set them down the 

path of exception-making. Yet how fast they went down that path at times depended on other 

economic factors. As an owner of a property management company using records judgmentally 

explained: “It is a very strong market for rentals right now... so if I’ve got to wait another few 

 
29 This aligns with advice tenants receive from housing experts (McCabe 2022). 
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days for a better applicant, I’m going to do that.” Respondents using records algorithmically 

broadly shunned such picking and choosing, often emphasizing that fairness meant holding all 

applicants to the same standards. But standards themselves could change in response to 

economic pressures. Algorithm-using respondents described across-the-board cuts when seasonal 

demand was low, when a new building first opened and managers were under pressure to quickly 

fill it, and when a property was up for sale and executives wanted potential buyers to see it at 

capacity. 

Respondents also recounted leniency in certain market segments, if a property was in a 

less affluent building or part of town. Phrases respondents used to describe such buildings and 

areas included “working class,” “blue collar,” “affordable,” and “troubled.” For algorithmic 

users of data, this again meant that a different set of rules might apply. Some respondents 

described thresholds as variable at the level of the metro area, or even particular apartment 

buildings. These respondents often indicated being more forgiving of background check 

problems at “class C” (vs. “A” and “B”) buildings, referring to a lettering system used by 

investors to indicate a building’s age, location, and amenities. As a broker at one real estate 

agency explained: “When you go to a property where it’s going to be renting for a lower amount, 

you do become more flexible in what you can deal with... You’re not going to find too many 800 

credit score people who are looking to live in a 333 square foot studio.” 

The practices of going against the record that we’ve documented in this article were 

nested within these more generalized economic concerns. Market forces at times led landlords 

and property managers to relax their standards, but to understand how they did so—to make 

sense of how they parsed which infractions could be overlooked and which could not—our 

insights about situational and temporal re-embedding and the differences between judgmental 
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and algorithmic exception-making remain crucial. No matter the economic conditions, the 

processes we identify remained markedly consistent. Market forces did not supplant cultural 

understandings and the constraints imposed by record structure, but rather worked through them. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

As organizations increasingly use algorithmic rather than judgmental methods to evaluate 

the risks individuals pose, how does exception-making change? In this article, we’ve shown that 

in the case of tenant screening, going against the record to rent to a tenant with a blemished past 

is still permeated with the sorts of interpretation, intuition, and discretion that is the hallmark of 

judgmental evaluation. In line with extant literature (e.g., Brayne and Christin 2021; Gillespie 

2018; Gray and Suri 2019; Seaver 2018), human reasoning does not disappear, but is instead 

relocated. While algorithms may come off as dispassionate and mechanical, behind that façade is 

a history of judgment calls about which infractions should be ignored, and when people ought to 

have their pasts overlooked. Records are thin versions of reality, and decision-makers of all kinds 

turn to situational and temporal re-embedding to re-inflate them with social meaning. 

The difference, as we’ve shown, is that with algorithms, exceptions get codified into 

counter-rules, which means that exception-worthy circumstances are not constructed in real time, 

but articulated far in advance, and necessarily in ways that are interoperable with records’ 

classification systems. Those determining exceptions contemplate would-be tenants not as 

individuals, but as categories, and not just any categories, but ones that are both culturally 

accessible to the executives making decisions and legible to the institutions producing databases. 

Cultural understanding still helps gatekeepers move from data to decision, but generic narratives 
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replace life histories, record design becomes a hard constraint rather than a suggestive influence, 

and the people about whom decisions are made get boxed out of the meaning-making process. 

Taken together, these findings document some of the downstream consequences of 

algorithmic systems relocating discretion. For individuals with background check blemishes, the 

use of algorithms in risk-assessment decisions does not preclude the possibility of leniency but 

does change the nature of it—even when gatekeepers’ intuitions about who deserves a break are 

broadly the same. As Christin (2020a:898) notes, algorithms are “complex sociotechnical 

assemblages involving long chains of actors, technologies, and meanings” (see also, Gillespie 

2016). Algorithms stretch the process of decision-making across time and place, and here we see 

how that shapes which decisions are possible.  

What does this mean for the sorts of exceptions made? While the judgmental use of 

records allows for a broad range of exceptions, algorithms narrow the field. Reasons for going 

against the record must be imaginable (and programmable) in advance, and by executives whose 

social location undoubtedly shapes the examples of forgivable infractions that come to mind. Lay 

assessments of risk depend on events being cognitively available (Heimer 1988; March 

1994:36), which means that with algorithms, rare situations are unlikely to garner exceptions, as 

are those uncommon to higher-ups at real estate companies—typically educated and class-

advantaged individuals. By contrast, with judgmental data use, opportunities for applicants to co-

construct meaning provide pathways for landlords to consider situations they never would have 

thought about on their own, or which, on first pass, seem to justify exclusion.  

At the same time, there is a trade-off to the breadth of exception-making characteristic of 

judgmental data use. Judgmental users of data are quicker to adapt to the particulars of the 

applicant in front of them, which means that an infraction granted an exception one day may not 
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be the next. With algorithms, exceptions do not depend on how landlords feel about an applicant, 

who else is in the applicant pool, or a would-be tenant’s ability to tell a culturally resonant story 

about their past. This may block moments of much-deserved compassion and understanding, but 

also the sorts of bias routinely documented in decision-making (Evans and Porter 2015; Lempert 

and Monsma 1994; O’Brien and Kiviat 2018). Indeed, that is a big part of the appeal. Algorithms 

restrict the discretion of employees dealing directly with tenants, which helps companies claim 

that proscribed traits, such as race and sex, do not factor into decisions.  

 

Implications for Stratification, Bias, and Discrimination 

  

 Of course, there is now a robust literature on how algorithms nonetheless indirectly 

reproduce social patterns, including those tied to systemic disadvantage (Barocas and Selbst 

2016; Benjamin 2019; Gandy 2009; Noble 2018). That will certainly be the case here. Black 

Americans, for example, are more likely to have bad credit, criminal convictions, and a history 

of eviction, in no small part because of practices such as redlining, predatory lending, and mass 

incarceration (Federal Reserve 2007; Hepburn, Louis, Desmond 2020; Shannon et al. 2017). 

Algorithmically using records without accounting for these inequities reproduces those patterns. 

 Yet what our study suggests is that the original pathway—the one algorithms supposedly 

block—never fully goes away, either. Since algorithms don’t get rid of judgment, intuition, and 

discretion, but only relocate these interpretive aspects of decision-making, algorithms also don’t 

get rid of the potential for bias and stereotype. That, too, is simply relocated. As we’ve shown, 

the construction of counter-rules involves calling upon cultural archetypes and narrative tropes. 

As executives consider which records deserve forgiveness and which don’t there is still space for 

racialized, gendered, and class-based assumptions to influence rule creation. One might assume 

that using statistically validated correlations averts the problem. But building models divorced 
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from intuitive understanding is often easier said than done, especially when multiple 

stakeholders are involved (Kiviat 2019b). Cultural mechanisms persist, and therefore so do 

openings for culturally derived bias. 

 More broadly, our study carries implications for scholars attentive to the influence of 

records on life chances. Many Americans carry negative credentials: between 70 and 100 million 

Americans have a criminal record (Leasure and Andersen 2016); nearly a third of credit reports 

show at least one debt in collections (Ratcliffe et al., 2014); and nearly 3 million households 

receive an eviction notice each year (Gromis et al. 2022). When organizations use records of 

individuals’ pasts to allocate resources, these blemishes bring the potential for cumulative 

disadvantage. Cycles of disadvantage can be disrupted: landlords’ willingness to make 

exceptions is a testament to that. Yet the notion that algorithms do this unproblematically by 

treating all applicants equally is, as we’ve seen, misleading. Algorithms may make exceptions 

consistently, but the content of those exceptions still sets apart some people from others—and in 

ways that are constrained by the decision to process information algorithmically. At times, 

executives making counter-rules were amenable to extenuating circumstances that they simply 

weren’t able to operationalize algorithmically.  

 

Lessons for Making Decisions with Rules and Records 

 

 To return, then, to Weber’s iron cage, we might ask why the strong version of that vision 

doesn’t come to pass—why do judgment and discretion perennially find a new home? One way 

of understanding what we have witnessed in this article is as what happens when decision-

makers insist that rules be “thin” rather than “thick.” As the historian Lorraine Daston (2022) 

explains, reliance on thin rules—those abstracted away from context and decision-making 

authorities—is largely a modern feat. In earlier periods, rule systems often went hand-in-hand 
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with what we call exceptions, but which were then simply seen as part of an authority applying 

the rules. Thin rules have rhetorical appeal—they lend an aura of objectivity and let people to 

say things like “there isn’t a lot of decision-making in the process.” Yet for individuals in 

organizations to actually make decisions, or at least ones they’re satisfied with, thickness may be 

necessary. People try to enact the Weberian ideal of efficiency and fairness via thin, algorithmic 

rules, but in practice this is insufficient, so actors return to other forms of (cultural) 

understanding. 

 Yet it’s not just rules that are thin, but also the information fed into them. Reducing 

people in ways that they can be recorded in the databases of credit bureaus and courts necessarily 

leaves out substantial information about individuals’ lives (Beniger 1986; Espeland 1993; Kiviat 

2023). At times, executives making counter-rules were sympathetic to contingencies that weren’t 

visible in the data they had to work with. While some sorts of information are harder to record in 

databases, what is also true is that the records landlords and property managers use are not 

created with them in mind. As personal data increasingly circulate from one domain of life to 

another, certain organizations wield power by virtue of their ability to decide what information 

will—and won’t—be recorded. Credit bureaus and courts make decisions with certain 

constituencies in mind, and when other organizations come along and use the data in novel 

settings, gaps arise, including ones that restrict the ability to make desired exceptions.  

 

 

Scope Conditions and Future Research 

 

 One feature of the case presented here is its market context. This raises the question of 

whether we would expect to see similar dynamics when records are used by non-market actors to 

assess the chances of recidivism, child endangerment, and the like. We think we would—that our 
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high-level take-aways about situational and temporal re-embedding and the limitations imposed 

by articulating exceptions as counter-rules would still apply. What we would expect to be 

different is the reason for exception-making in the first place. In our case, profit consideration 

led gatekeepers to consider individuals with blemished records. In other contexts, the impetus 

might be political pressure, moral concern, or something else. That is, given a different 

institutional field, we might observe a different set of imperatives leading gatekeepers to want to 

be more or less forgiving of checkered pasts. Nonetheless, we believe the theoretical processes 

we’ve outlined would still transpire to dictate how some, but not other, exceptions came to be 

made. 

 Another scope condition of our case is that, even though tenant screening algorithms are 

deployed in markets, tenant selection is not a core profit center for most landlords. The literature 

on algorithms in markets (e.g., Fourcade and Healy 2017; Zuboff 2019) tends to assume that 

algorithms are valuable for how they boost internal efficiencies and increase profit. Yet in the 

case of rental housing, many actors seem content in managing downside risk to a first 

approximation. Especially for larger companies, algorithms accomplish other important tasks 

such as signaling compliance with fair housing law. A skeptic might say that this is what allows 

our algorithm-using respondents to go against the record so easily: that there is space for cultural 

understanding to play a formative role precisely because landlords and property managers are not 

scrambling to extract incremental gain from these algorithms.  

 Yet this, we surmise, is not so much an anomaly as a good reminder. Our suspicion is that 

the multi-faceted drive toward algorithm use that we observe in our setting is not unusual. There 

are plenty of reasons for organizations to adopt rules-based decision-making, including many 
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that leave room for selectively ignoring individuals’ problematic pasts—whether that means 

going against the record one person at a time or more systematically.   
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